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I as PrO\iincial of the Murisl Brothers wish to acknowledge lo Mrt
his parents and family that the Brothers acce t the substantia
nr on
allegations of abuse pcrpotratcd upon Mr DG
by Br Raymond Foster also
known as Br Celestine.

I wish to apologise to Mr ~ersonally and to the family for the suffering
and pal11 caused by the~o~and the manner in which the subsequent
allegations were deah with. ln hindsight a more sensitive and pastorally caring
approach could have been taken to assist ln addressing the significant impact of
lhe abuse on Mr!DG
~ It is acknowledged thal abuse of the type experienced
by Mr jDG
Ican and does have a profound lasting etlcct which adversely
affects all parts of l.he Ii fe of the victim.
I also regret that in the aftermath of ar Poster's suicide in l 999 statements
were ma4o by some Brothers and reported in newspapers which, albeit
unintentionally, had the effect of inflicting further pain and anguish on Mr
DG
I acknowledge that such stateinents would serve to deepen still further
m
DG
his sense of guilt relating to the suicide of tbe Brother.
In an att.ompt to address the injury and injustice p~rpetrated upon Mrioo-1 on
behalf of the Brothers l unreservedly apologise to him for thc~nd
sufferirig he has had to endure over these many years as a consequence of the
abuse perpetrated upon him as~ child.
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I also apologise to his parents for the abuse of trust by Br Fosler in his dealings
with their son. l understand that some erroneous and the misleading comments ,
were made during the eulogy at the Ma~s for Br Foster. J apologise for any hurt •
which the8e inay have caused or intensified.
Yours sincerely,

John Thompson FMS
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